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Mireille Guiliano provides readers with the quality recipes which are the cornerstone of her
philosophy. Consuming pleasurably is simply as important as consuming healthfully. Organised
around Mireille's three preferred pastimes - breakfast, lunch time, and dinner - these dishes
emphasise flavour, balanced substances and easy cooking methods.
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Good Book with fantastic tips for enjoying life while staying slim As an English ex-Pat, surviving in the
USA for the past 16 years, I could relate to much of what this publication has to claim. I went from
strolling everywhere several times a time... Yes, the author results in as snobby towards Us citizens,
and no, the common American woman, especially if she lives in a rural region, does not have usage
of the foods and opportunities for exercise that New York and Parisian females have, but she does
it with humor. Drink plenty of water as your body really needs it..to a life of traveling everywhere and
weekly grocery shops and much more consuming out and fast foods. Its not going to lose you 10
pounds in a week-but I believe it could do something much better for your/my longterm wellness.4
lbs eating breakfast, lunch and 3-training course meals for dinner...not overweight according to my
BMI, but just uncomfortable with myself. Drinking water is good for your skin, your organs, weight
reduction, etc. Happily a couple of things have happened that I fully plan to change issues: A
'Sprouts' store opened within easy strolling distance of my home, and I finally retired from
nursing...We finally had enough time to walk more AND cook home made foods again. And on and
on..but I still wasn't losing weight, why? Those searching for a lifetime intend to embrace the
pleasures of deliciously ready food, whilst being reasonably match and toned will end up being
thrilled. I was still locked in the 'One Huge Dish Per Meal' mindset, serving an enormous plate of
pasta or casserole, or a giant plate loaded with meats, potatoes & vegetables at each dinner time,
and attempting to compensate by not wanting to eat breakfast or even lunch sometimes (then
snacking on chocolate whenever I was hungry). 2. I was still thinking about walking as 'exercise'...
Rotate meals so that you don't obtain bored. While you may already know these exact things, do
you do them? I started scanning this book in regards to a week ago and have already lost 4 lbs.
Recommend this book to anyone who wish to change their strategy toward enjoying food and living
life to the fullest.. I've been struggling with it since. I'm completely amazed. Her guidance on
consuming more courses but very much smaller amounts of every course are absolutely i'm all over
this. Quality food over quantity. Occasionally a few pounds creep on and I recalibrate quickly, calmly
and without shedding any pleasure in what I'm eating.... Ive tried almost every diet in the world and
this publication (while I agree-a little bit stuffy) is filled with good sense that so many of us lack.there
is far too much boasting about Champagne and living the high existence that she may with the high
salary she earns.zero dressing in special clothing, just pop your layer on if needed and get a stroll in
your neighborhood, or to your neighborhood shops to browse or buy groceries if they're within
walking distance. I'll get to my youth excess weight. I’ve hardly ever eaten so well before or since...
there are various guidelines here, but she is quite adamant about the value of breads and dairy,
which actually don't work for some people. Celery Soup, and we have been just having it for lunch
and sometimes also as an appetizer for our 3-course evening meals, I have seen not just a loss in
weight, but Personally i think so much better. I usually felt large, bloated and immobile after among
our prior 'One Huge Dish' dinners, but I can eat a 3-program supper of delectable, quality products
and feel wonderful later on (and I in fact enjoyed preparing 3-training course meals.. A fun read The
author has an engaging style, and kept me interested.the effort needed burns calories too!). Of
course the reserve has some poor points. Viva La France!.. If you are trying to lose weight I advise
you never to read this because you should have food cravings. It's time we devote time and energy
to ourselves.there are a great number of things that aren't in the daily budget of the average
indivdual, nevertheless, you can modify the general ideas with a bit of creativity to fit your own
budget. And despite her reassurances that Working French Women have the ability to find the
period to do most of these things...I take that with a pinch of salt, although I did so save time by
making multiple servings of desserts and pate's and freezing them for later on dinners. I also just
bought a soup machine to help with the complexity of getting an appetizer on the table and having



time and energy to sit and enjoy it while still needing to cook the primary course. Yes, there's such
as a factor as a soup machine.. The suggestions in the book can transform you with out a lot
effort. If you are prepared for a "rapprochement" with food, this book is normally a marvellous
starting point. Yes, it is possible to enjoy food, become and remain slim, fit and healthy. Dig in
people. I'm participating in a weightloss program already which was a perfect compliment from what
I had been doing. Reading this book helped me realise what I was still performing wrong: 1. Easy
Sunday read book Ver informative and quirky publication. I really like this book I really like this book.
We are at war with food. We "fight the bulge", "wrestle the pounds" and "whittle our waistline", to no
avail if the obesity statistics are anything to go by. Europeans have a completely different attitude to
meals, as she so compellingly describes in this collection of anecdotes, tips, and recipes. I had to
buy this book because of the terrible reviews of it that I've read here. I really do have to say that I'm
loving this as I do not feel deprived at all, shape, or form. Just get a walk.they are available on
Amazon too :). Purchase THIS SNOBBY FRENCH Publication AND ENJOY IT; I DID!This book
started me on a journey to losing almost 20 pounds, very gradually and almost effortlessly. Nothing
could possibly be that bad, I thought, and when it is, that would be a hoot. Game changing reserve
for enjoying good meals with healthy stability! It reads just like "French Women Don't Get Facelifts,"
that i bought and read previously.buying groceries daily, cooking home made meals daily, strolling to
the shops, library, college, doctors office. Who would like a publication that tells us America is the
greatest in everything, if we have been buying a reserve about French existence? Buy this
publication and enjoy it! The author introduces us to a relationship with food which has gone
unfortunately by the wayside in THE UNITED STATES. Use the stairs, not really the elevators,
recreation area further away from the shop and walk. For instance, eat food you actually enjoy and
don't eat food you don't. Be a little bit hungry between meals-you won't die. Have one glass of
wine, not four. Wonderful, healthy perspective.I would anticipate going 'hiking' around the trails near
our house, or traveling to hike in another of the countless beautiful parks here, and dress up in my
hiking shoes etc. Vegetables-do it.. Add to that 9 years of working night shift as an RN and the
amount of convenience foods, processed yuck and being as well tired to exercise on my days
away (or catching through to lost sleep) and the problem, alongside my cholesterol levels, simply
multiplied., and when you don't drink plenty of, you're body becomes just like a dry out sponge.
Coffee should be drank in the am for enjoyment, not all day time in a gallon jug. Eat at the table
and speak to your spouse. Open a bottle of wine and pour half in another bottle to save. If you like
to understand about cultures in terms of food this is a good book to take action. Eat fresh bread
with fresh butter, not pop tarts and prepared junk.. Again, its common sense stuff thats created in
an easy to read manner., but because that took so much time out of my time it turned out to be a
very uncommon occurrence. I don't-so the reserve is ideal for me.Her quality recipes are simple and
make use of ingredients you will likely have readily available.Overall, I really enjoy this book. It makes
sense. My weight immediately started to go up after I moved right here, and I placed on 20 pounds
in the first 6 months. Plus, I really love France. Refreshing Women take note.. Stop slepping around
in tee shirts and ill fitting jeans.. I would recommend this book and all of her others aswell Okay, I've
implemented many of the recommendations in this book (was already doing some of them) and I've
lost weight already. I've had the book for two months now. I've not yet completed the magic leek
soup weekend but intend to do one after the holidays. I've kept it off for quite some time. This is
simply not a diet plan it's a means of life and a very healthy way of life at that. I'd highly
recommend this publication and most of her others aswell. Thank you Mireille for sharing the Miracle
Doctor's advice to you. I am finally at peace with meals and myself. Good for those seeking to lose
10 pounds or so Good ideas, but noticble insufficient calorie counting tips, and concrete



suggestions. Fun read but fundamentally a bunch of tips, not really a weight loss plan. If you have a
few pounds to shed, this with work fine, but if you have more I would suggest looking elsewhere. I
purchased this book in very difficult copy within an airport lounge quite a few years ago, and have
dropped count of the number I've purchased and directed at close friends. Eat yogurt as dessert. It
is not a loose weight reserve but instead a perspective of how balancing food and portions can
result in a healthier life style..even though I produced Leek & I already follow the majority of her
ideas, and have no weight issues, but also largely avoid wheat and dairy, as I do not digest them
well.. Mirielle writes a very delightful commonsense book about our romantic relationship with meals.
It has literally changed the way I eat, and today I’m consuming less I actually enjoy my food even
more. I think the author for sharing her countries cultural assistance about how to enjoy one’s food
rather than upset about our waistline. I've been a Francophile and now I’m one even more. I would
love to go to France again and enjoy their new fantastic cuisine as I have done previously. Sped up
my progress and in addition allowed me to enjoy eating better meals. And her recipe for Leek Soup
as a quick weight loss beginner is a miracle worker. I purchased it and have thoroughly enjoyed it. I
bought this book to take part in a book golf club and am so glad I did so! It has completely
transformed my method of food and diet plan in a very unexpected way. Anyone searching for a
strict formulaic dieting guidebook will be disappointed in this reserve. Having dined in Alsace, France I
believed I had died and gone to heaven as the food was just that wonderful. What a great outlook
she has!. Eat fresh and in season. It’s more like a journal with a lot recipes.. I read the whole book
to provide my true opinion. Boring! N/A Terrible Great read After being dieting all my life, this book
showed me extremely good tricks and daily diet plan which may be added very basically and
easily. I have lost a few kilos and without following a strickt american diet. Just with the advise
provided here.all make perfect sense.
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